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Documents To Go Series 80 - Review 

By Asri al-Baker  

DataViz finally released the very much anticipated office applications for Series 80. After very successful 
port to UIQ, the Series 80 version contains very much the same capability in working with MS Office formats. 
With a wider screen and a full QWERTY keyboard, it looks and functions nicely on Series 80 :-) 

This review is written specifically for the Series 80 version. If you want to read about the UIQ version, please 
read our Documents To Go UIQ review (http://www.i-
symbian.com/forum/articles.php?action=viewarticle&artid=53)  

Instead of 3 applications (namely Word To Go, Sheet To Go and SlideShow To Go), the Series 80 version 
does not come with a Powerpoint compatible application (at least in the current version), I'm sure the future 
versions for will also include SlideShow To Go. 

Many people will see this as redundant. Series 80 already comes with built in document applications. Does 
Documents To Go live up to the hype? Let's have a look. 

Word To Go 

Series 80 Office Suite suffers from poor speed and sometimes, it takes a couple of minutes to convert DOC 
and XLS files before opening them. In this area, Documents To Go is a clear winner. It is able to open 
documents almost instantly. 

During our test, we use a large 3MB DOC file containing a lot of pictures as well as some bullets and tables. 
The built in Word (aka Documents), takes around 5 minutes to convert the file before opening it! But on 
Word To Go, it is opened almost instantly! Navigating around the document, scrolling and editing is also a 
breeze :-) All these are possible thanks to the InTact Technology which promises to make documents as 
good as when it is viewed on PC.  

 

Following is a feedback from one of our users, Nazhri (a professional who works in O&G industry) :- 



"The loading time of any document is quite fast and on one document that I opened (a very graphic intensive 
Society of Petroleum Engineers Paper) took less than 3 seconds to load the 5.4 MB file. The paper was 
formatted using a 2 column system and surpsisingly, Word To Go was able to display everything properly.    

 

All the equations in the paper were displayed very well (though it took the entire screen which creates 
another problem ... more on this later) and all the tables were also displayed correctly, though there were 
some bigger tables that became unreadable as the software tries to fit it into one screen.    

 

Whenever I have a picture embedded in the document, the programme will pause for 1-2 seconds (to 
process the image I assume) and will display them properly. During this "loading time" it is advisable that 
you do nothing to the communicator as it will hang the programme. There was one image (probably too big) 
that will always hang the system (this only happened to the SPE paper, it cannot be replicated on other 
documents) but I put that to the JPG/BMP files that I used in the paper. 



 

I wish the programme has a "cache" that allows it to remember that it has opened this documents before so 
that I don't have to wait a couple of seconds everytime I browse through the images/equations/tables.    

 

The ability of InTact poses one problem due to the lack of "next page" options. I wish the programme allows 
for this next page as it can make browsing the documents faster. I takes me a couple of minutes to go to one 
particular page as the equations/tables/images takes the entire screen and I have to go through them one by 
one before arriving to the page I want. What I did to alleviate the problem was by using the "Find and 
Replace" function and keyed in the words that I remember associated with the paragraph or the page I'm 
looking for. This is still not the solution I want but it will suffice for now. (Note by Asri al-Baker : Like I 
mentioned, the lack of "Go To Page" function really cripples WTG's usabillity especially when working with 
large documents)" 

However, Word To Go is still far from perfect. For example, there is no "Go To Page" option, scrolling 
multiple pages is a pain in the arse. Another glaring omission is the "Word Count" function.  

Another missing feature that I really want to see in future Word To Go Symbian is the ability to insert and 
edit images. It is a useful function for me because I write my articles and reviews on the move and if I can 
insert images in WTG, that would be superb! 

Other than that, implementing a list of recent files opened and a Chr + Up / Down Arrow for Page Up / Down 
will be more than appreciated. DataViz implemented Ctrl + Up / Down Arrow to scroll pages which is kinda 
awkward because Chr + Up / Down Arrow is a standard function in Series 80 to scroll pages. 



Sheet To Go 

Series 80 devices are very good for viewing spreadsheets and working with them, thanks to the large 
landscape screen. Spreading sheets is a bliss on 9300/9500, not only the amount of scrolling is lessened 
but the QWERTY keyboard is very good for navigation. 

 

For creating documents on the move, the built in Sheet application on Series 80 is the best at doing what it 
suppose to do. Symbian OS spreadsheet engine took care of this. However, problems started when 
receiving Microsoft's XLS files in the inbox. The built-in Sheet sometimes suffer from bad conversion or 
unable to open large XLS file which somewhat very frustrating. This is where Sheet To Go came to the 
rescue.  

 

Most documents in the business world are created using Microsoft Office and to make them compatible with 
a vast numbers of machines and OS independent is something Microsoft should start thinking by now.  



 

Like Words To Go, Sheet To Go is able to open large document in almost an instant. When opening a XLS 
document, the file is opened straight away without conversion (unlike the built-in Sheet where it needs to 
convert the file first). Waiting time is almost zero! 

Again, using the InTact Technology, XLS documents are displayed perfectly on the screen. This includes 
multiple worksheets and complex formatting as well as multiple workbooks in a file. 

What you see it what you get 

Documents To Go for Series 80 brings a new level of compatibility to Symbian especially for Microsoft's 
Office DOC and XLS formats. There is no reason this cant be a MUST HAVE for every serious Series 80 
users. Knowing DataViz and how they push their products, it's only a matter of time before a newer and 
more advanced version of this application will be released, with more complete solutions. If you really need 
to work with your DOC & XLS files on your communicators while away from office, nothing beats Documents 
To Go. Now if only Powerpoint viewer is available ....    

Thanks to Nazhri and Hasni for the screenshots and feedback. 

More information about DTG S80 can be found at : http://www.dataviz.com/dxtg_isym 

Download this review in PDF format  


